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Abstract
Aim: The increasing availability of Big Biomedical Data is leading to large research data samples
collected over long periods of time. We propose the analysis of the kinematics of data probability
distributions over time towards the characterization of data temporal variability.
Methods: First, we propose a kinematic model based on the estimation of a continuous data tem-
poral trajectory, using Functional Data Analysis over the embedding of a non-parametric statistical
manifold which points represent data temporal batches, the Information Geometric Temporal (IGT)
plot. This model allows measuring the velocity and acceleration of data changes. Next, we propose
a coordinate-free method to characterize the oriented seasonality of data based on the parallelism
of lagged velocity vectors of the data trajectory throughout the IGT space, the Auto-Parallelism of
Velocity Vectors (APVV) and APVVmap. Finally, we automatically explain the maximum variance
components of the IGT space coordinates by means of correlating data points with known temporal
factors from the domain application.
Materials: Methods are evaluated on the US National Hospital Discharge Survey open dataset,
consisting of 3,25M hospital discharges between 2000-2010.
Results: Seasonal and abrupt behaviours were present on the estimated multivariate and univariate
data trajectories. The kinematic analysis revealed seasonal effects and punctual increments in data
celerity, the latter mainly related to abrupt changes in coding. The APVV and APVVmap revealed
oriented seasonal changes on data trajectories. For most variables, their distributions tended to
change to the same direction at a 12-month period, with a peak of change of directionality at mid
and end of the year. Diagnosis and Procedure codes also included a 9-month periodic component.
Kinematics and APVV methods were able to detect seasonal effects on extreme temporal subgrouped
data, such as in Procedure code, where Fourier and autocorrelation methods were not able to. The
automated explanation of IGT space coordinates was consistent with the results provided by the
kinematic and seasonal analysis. Coordinates received different meanings according to the trajectory
trend, seasonality and abrupt changes.
Discussion: Treating data as a particle moving over time through a multidimensional probabilistic
space and studying the kinematics of its trajectory has turned out to a new temporal variability
methodology. Its results on the NHDS were aligned with the dataset and population descriptions
found in the literature, contributing with a novel temporal variability characterization. We have
demonstrated that the APVV and APVVmat are an appropriate tool for the coordinate-free and
oriented analysis of trajectories or complex multivariate signals.
Conclusion: The proposed methods comprise an exploratory methodology for the characterization
of data temporal variability, what may be useful for a reliable reuse of Big Biomedical Data repositories
acquired over long periods of time.
Keywords: temporal stability, data quality, time series, data reuse, big data, seasonality, coordinate-
free, trajectories, functional data analysis, statistical manifolds
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1 Introduction
Big Biomedical Data repositories are increasingly available. Publicly available Open Data research repos-
itories and property biomedical research databases, are becoming bigger both in terms of sample size
and collected variables [1, 2]. Two significant reasons behind this are the widespread adoption of data-
sharing initiatives and technological infrastructures, and the continuous and systematic population of
those repositories over longer periods of time. However, it is acknowledged that these two situations can
also introduce potential confounding factors in data which may hinder their reuse for research [3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
such as in population research or in statistical and machine learning modelling. Concretely, differences
in protocols, populations, or even unexpected biases, either caused by systems or humans, can lead to
undesired heterogeneity in data among their sources or over time. This multi-source and temporal vari-
ability of data will be reflected on its statistical distributions, related to the above-mentioned confounding
factors which, in the end, represent a Data Quality (DQ) issue which must be addressed for a reliable
data reuse [6, 8].
In this work, we focus on providing a comprehensive methodology to help data-driven biomedical
researchers in characterizing the temporal variability that can be present in research repositories acquired
over long periods of time. In general, there is more awareness about the statistical variability that may
be introduced when dealing with different data sources, such as in cross-border, multi-site repositories,
when dealing with biospecimens acquired at multiple laboratories, or in clinical trials data introduced by
multiple professionals. In this line, from traditional statistical univariate methods such as the ANOVA,
through batch effect adjustment mechanisms [9, 10, 11], until multivariate DQ metrics [7] are generally
employed to deal with multi-source variability.
Time has also received some attention as a factor of change affecting the reuse of data. However,
this has been mainly studied in the domains of change detection and time series, and only a few works
have related temporal variability to a DQ issue in the reuse of research biomedical data [3, 5]. Temporal
variability can have a significant effect on the effectiveness and efficiency of data-driven biomedical re-
search [6, 9]. Time in healthcare processes can also leave an imprint on electronic health records (EHR)
data what is predictive to patients status of health [12]. In fact, the International Medical Informatics
Association (IMIA) recently highlighted the value of temporal relationships between data, as found in
their review of the literature published in 2016 regarding the Secondary Use of Patient Data [8]. There-
fore, the benefits of specific temporal variability techniques can be of utmost importance in the present,
but especially in the future Big Biomedical Data research.
In previous work [5], we contributed with the Information Geometric Temporal (IGT) plots to support
the exploration of temporal variability of heterogeneous biomedical data, including multivariate, multi-
modal distributions and multiple types of variables. IGT plots project data temporal batches as a series
of points where the distances among them correspond to the dissimilarity of their statistical distributions,
namely a non-parametric statistical manifold [13, 14]. In this manner, the temporal relationship between
the points in the projected space shows an empirical layout of data behaviour over time. The results
of that work remained at the data visualization stage, but the developed technique opened the way to
further possibilities for temporal variability assessment, which are now proposed in this work.
Concretely, in the present study, we aim to understand the rationale of temporal variability in terms
of describing trends, abrupt changes and seasonality, the main outcomes of conventional time series
analysis, but with the challenge that we are in a multidimensional non-parametric statistical manifold
constructed from heterogeneous biomedical data. Concretely, considering an inherent continuous temporal
flow through the projected discrete temporal batches, we estimate a continuous data temporal trajectory
from which to study its kinematics. This estimation is made based on the well established Functional Data
Analysis (FDA) technique [15]. Data kinematic properties give light to measurements about the velocity
and acceleration of changes in data. The estimated trajectory allowed us constructing a novel coordinate-
free (or trajectory-intrinsic) method to quantify the seasonality of data over the embedded IGT space
based on the parallelism of lagged velocity vectors. Finally, to automatically provide semantics about the
components of temporal variability, we propose a method to relate the IGT plot coordinates to specific
temporal factors. The proposed methods have been evaluated in the large open data repository of the
US National Hospital Discharge Survey [16] (3,25M hospital discharges from 2000 to 2010), contributing
with a series of novel temporal variability findings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and summarizes our
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background work on temporal variability. Section 3 describe the technical development of the proposed
methods. Next, the NHDS data used in the evaluation is introduced in Section 4. Section 5 describes
the evaluation results related to each of the methods. In Section 6 this work is discussed in terms of its
significance and implications. Some limitations are discussed too. Finally, Section 7 concludes this work
and compiles its main highlights.
2 Background
This work stands as a medical informatics interdisciplinary research in the areas of Big Biomedical Data,
data quality, time series, change detection and functional data analysis. Next, we describe some back-
ground work on these areas, followed by a review of the previous baseline work about IGT plot projections
on temporal, non-parametric statistical manifolds.
2.1 Time in Data Quality
Data Quality is data that are fit for use [17]. DQ is characterized by DQ dimensions, as attributes
that represent single aspects or constructs of DQ, which can conform to data specifications or to user
expectations [17, 18, 19]. Several works have reviewed the DQ literature regarding dimensions for the
reuse of biomedical data [20, 21, 22]. Among these, time is included in dimensions such as timeliness,
currency or volatility. However, these dimensions are generally related to an individual data level, i.e.,
whether individual data registries are up-to-date compared to their real-world values, or what is their
rate of change [23, 24]. We refer the reader to Table I in the work by Heinrich et al. [23] and Table II in
the work by Batini et al. [24]. But, at the population level, the processes that generate data do not need
to be stationary, leading to the additional issue that data subsamples are not concordant over time. This
may be due to changes in protocols, in the inherent biological and social-behaviour, or even to unexpected
biases caused by systematic or random errors. In clinical trials or public health registries studies, this
temporal issue has been defined as the concordance or comparability dimensions over time [25, 3, 4]. In
a previous work [5], we made more specific the concept of temporal concordance over time as a temporal
stability DQ dimension.
2.2 Time series and change detection
A time series is a set of observations {xt}, which are registered at specific times {t} [26], with t = 1, . . . , T .
Generally, time series analysis is made on discrete time series, i.e., those where observations are made
at discrete, equidistant time intervals. In this case, time series are more formally defined as {x(t)}, in
contrast to {xt} which generally represents continuous observations [26]. The most common applications
of time series are for univariate series, i.e., a single feature being observed over time. This single feature
can correspond to an individual object being measured, e.g., a patient blood saturation level in an ICU,
or it may correspond to a summary of a sample, e.g., the analysis of average incidence rates of a disease.
Besides, other applications may involve the analysis of multiple time series simultaneously.
The two traditional aims of time series analysis are (1) describing information about the stochastic
process generating a series and (2) forecasting. Regarding (1), as related to the purpose of this work, time
series are commonly described in terms of trends and seasonality. A trend is a systematic and continuous
change towards a direction (linear or not) occurring in the series, non-repetitively along the full-time
period, or within a sub-period. An example of this is a yearly increase in the incidence of lung cancer
in adult patients [27]. On the other hand, the seasonality of a series can be defined as the repetition of
some change patterns over a fixed time period. Several methods exist to detect and characterize trends
and seasonality, where some of them can be worked for both tasks.
Trends can be identified by means of fitting smoothing functions to data [28], which allow approximat-
ing a continuous parametric function to a discrete set of points while removing noise or high frequency
components of change, thus revealing cleaner large-scale structures such as trends. Traditional smooth-
ing functions include moving average, exponential smoothing, low-pass filters, b-splines or Fourier series
among others.
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Besides, seasonality can be formally defined as a correlational dependency of order k between the
observations x(t) and x(t+ k), where k is referred as lag. This process is generally carried out by means





t=1 (x(t)− x̄)(x(t+ k)− x̄)
σx
, (1)
where, for a set of monotonically increasing lags k = 1, ..., l versus their corresponding autocorrelations
r1, ..., rl leads to the well-known correlogram plot, which allows easily identifying seasonality at specific
periods (lags).
Depending on the study purpose, seasonality is also studied by means of Fourier time-frequency




x(t) · e−i2πft/T =
T−1∑
t=0
x(t) · (cos(2πft/T )− i · sin(2πft/T )) , (2)
where Xf is a sequence of complex numbers encoding the amplitude and phase of the sinusoidally
related component e−i2πft/T . Roughly speaking, the magnitude of Xf can be defined as the amount
of signal with frequency 2πf in the series {xt}. This magnitude is, then, associated to the degree of
seasonality of the time series at a given period k = 12πf time units.
Fourier analysis also results useful for trend analysis when, as mentioned before, used as a low-pass
filter by means of reconstructing the original series {x(t)} with removing high-frequencies. This is achieved






Xf · ei2πft/T , (3)
where a specific frequency can be removed by setting its corresponding Xf value to 0.
When the aim of time series analysis is to identify the specific time points at which the sufficient
statistic of a sample changes, we enter the field known as change detection [30, 31]. In change detection,
changes are characterized as gradual, abrupt and recurrent. A variety of methods exist to deal with this
classification, from the classical Statistical Process Control (SPC) by Shewhart and Deming [32] and the
Page Hinkley Test [33]. Change detection methods make use as well of smoothing functions to focus their
detection on specific trends, from moving window to fading approaches [34, 35, 36], the latest giving more
importance to recent data. In a previous work, we designed the Probability Distribution Function SPC
algorithm [5], an SPC based method to monitor changes in non-parametric probability distributions of
biomedical data throughout their full shape.
Conventional time series and change detection methods are designed for univariate stochastic processes.
That means that, in a multivariate process, the methods above are applied individually to the different
variables composing the multivariate series. In the case of smoothing, in general, this does not imply
a problem since univariate smoothing leads to equally well-approximated signals. However, in the case
of Fourier transforms and autocorrelations, they are designed for univariate time series, with no direct
application to multidimensional measurements incorporating knowledge about variable relationships. In
this case, and as done in some change detection methods, multiple variables can be summarized into an
individual sufficient statistic providing the required joint information, such as using aggregates, covariates,
or dimensionality reduction methods.
Finally, it is worth to mention the case where we have d (one or more) variables of the same individual
being acquired over time, thus forming a d-dimensional multivariate time series {x(t)}. Thereafter,
{x(t)} can be defined as the trajectory of the object over the d-dimensional space on which it is defined.
Here we must note that the time series methods described above will be completely dependent on the
arrangement of the d dimensions. In other words, while applying a rotation on the trajectory would yield
an exact trajectory arrangement, the results of time series analysis on its individual dimensions (such
as autocorrelation, Fourier or trend analysis) would yield different results. This may happen in cases
where dimensions are meaningless, or with no meaning being originally assigned, such as in the case of
Information Geometric Temporal plots, as we will see next. In these cases, there is a need to establish
coordinate-free time series methods.
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2.3 Functional Data Analysis
The rationale behind Functional Data Analysis (FDA) is to consider a time series as a single functional
entity, rather than a sequence of individual observations [15]. This leads to a wide range of techniques of
great usefulness in biomedical applications including smoothing, alignment, functional principal compo-
nent analysis and regression [37], but also to the analysis of continuous derivatives of an originally discrete
time series, allowing the study of series kinematics.
Let define X as a functional observation, where X is the intrinsic structure of a time series consisting
on T observations {x(t)}1. The link between X and {x(t)} is given by
x(t) = X(t) + ε(t), (4)
where, ε(t) corresponds to the observational error or noise of observation x(t) over the true function
value X(t). Herein, FDA allows modelling a time series by filtering out ε(t) to a desired degree, namely
smoothing.
The general solution of FDA to estimate a functional X from a set of observations {x(t)} is a linear





where the number K of basis functions is related to the degree of smoothing, or approximation of X
to x: a large K will overfit data in x, in contrast, a small K will yield a strong smoothing.
The problem of estimation can be simply reduced to estimate the coefficients c1 . . . cK from the raw











where the solution for the coefficients vector ĉ in matrix form is given by:
ĉ = (Φ′Φ)−1Φ′x. (7)
The basis functions conforming an expansion can be chosen from families of derivable basis functions,
with different properties suitable to different tasks. The most common basis functions are the Fourier
basis and polynomial splines basis [15, 37], for their great flexibility to approximate most series at different
levels of smoothing, and which result useful to periodic series the former, and to have local support the
latter.
As an example, the Fourier basis expansion is defined as follows:










where k indicates the basis number, and T is related to the signal period. The period T is generally
set as the length of the interval T : [t0, . . . , tT ] of the observed time series being smoothed. Therefore,
the estimated function X(0) will be periodic at that period, meaning that X(0) ≈ X(T ). We may have
reasons to use Fourier basis expansions in non-periodic series, such as when we are aware of inherent
seasonal components at the series, or when we require a good approximation at the signal extremes, what
will be more difficult using splines basis. In that case, to avoid the periodic behaviour of the resultant
function at the original observed interval [t0, . . . , tT ], we can extend the period T at both extremes as
[t0−a, . . . , tT +a], where a would normally be a fraction of T , and then get the resultant smoothed signal
just by evaluating X(t) between the original time points [t0, . . . , tT ].
1Other FDA related works describe the model for a set of functional observations {Xi}, e.g., when studying a set of time
series each for a different subject. In this work, we focus on the case of a single functional observation X.
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2.4 Information Geometric Temporal plots of temporal statistical manifolds
Information Geometric Temporal (IGT) plots project a number of points each related to a data tempo-
ral batch, where the Euclidean distances among them correspond to the dissimilarity of their statistical
distributions [5, 6]. In this manner, the temporal relationship between the points in the projected space
shows an empirical layout of data behaviour over time. To facilitate the visual exploration, time batches
are labelled according to their date and coloured according to their season. IGT plots are based on
the concept of non-parametric Information Geometry, by which probability distributions lie on a Rie-
mannian manifold which metric space can be defined by Kullback-Leibler derived divergences, namely
a non-parametric statistical manifold [13, 14]. Overall, the method is not restricted to the use of other
distribution distances if needed.
Let R be a data repository, which is subdivided in T batches R(1), . . . ,R(T ) in a periodic timely
basis, e.g., monthly. For each batch, we estimate the probability distribution of its data Pt. Depending
on the purpose, we can estimate the distribution of specific variables (univariate), the joint distribution
of several variables (multivariate), or the distribution of a dimensionally reduced version of the dataset.
Several approaches can be used to estimate the distributions according to the types of involved variables,
such as histograms for categorical or short-range numerical variables, or Kernel Density Estimations [38]
as a general method with continuous output for numerical data. Now, for the sequence of distributions

















where M = 12 (Pi + Pj), and KL(P ||Q) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between distributions P and
Q [41]. These distances can be arranged in a T -by-T symmetric dissimilarity matrix Y = (y11, ..., yTT ), yij :
JSD(Pi||Pj), which is then used as the input to multidimensional scaling (MDS) [42]. The objective of
MDS is to obtain the set x1, ...,xT of points in a d-dimensional Euclidean space by finding the best
approximation of ||xi − xj || ≈ yij , using specific loss functions [43]. Supported by eigendecompositions,
likewise Principal Component Analysis, MDS sorts the output dimensions according to the amount of
variance in the cloud of projected points. The output of MDS is then used to project and visualize (for
d ∈ [1, 3]) the IGT plot, where a point pt is related to the distribution of the dataset time batch Rt.
Next, we define some conceptual terms with respect to the analysis of temporal variability on IGT
plots, which investigation towards their characterization forms the aim of this work.
Definition 1. IGT space. Space at which the projected temporal batches of the IGT plot lie. Any
semantic interpretation of the projection comes from the relativeness among the positions of time batches.
According to the MDS projection, the axis coordinates of the IGT space do not have a specific meaning but
the components of variance. The origin of coordinates O does not have any semantic meaning except that
time batches are centred on it. One of the aims of this work is to investigate if, assuming that variance
is not related to randomness, we can assign a meaning to the IGT space coordinates.
Definition 2. Trend. Continuous and smooth change in the probability distributions of time batches
over time, along the full-time period, or within a sub-period. Trends can be linear or, more generally,
curved. Trends are represented in the IGT space as a continuous flow of time batches through a direction
related to time.
Definition 3. Abrupt change. A sudden change in probability distributions at a specific time point,
leading to a new data inherent concept which is maintained afterwards. Abrupt changes are represented
in the IGT space as a gap between two groups of continuous time batches. Multiple abrupt changes can
occur in a data repository, splitting the dataset into multiple clusters of time batches (see the definition of
temporal subgroups). A single time batch could be abruptly separated from the rest, generally due to some
specific context in its data (e.g., transient states, incomplete batches), in that case, we will talk about an
outlier batch.
Definition 4. Temporal subgroups. Conceptually related groups of time periods at which probability
distributions are similar within a group, but dissimilar between groups, i.e., forming clusters of time
batches. Abrupt changes do generally split data into temporal subgroups. A consecutive time flow between
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batches at two temporal subgroups would indicate a recurrent behaviour. An outlier batch will not be
considered within any subgroup.
Definition 5. Seasonality Repetition of some change patterns at a specific time period throughout the
IGT space. Seasonality should be represented in the IGT space as repetitive cycles over the general temporal
flow. We could find local seasonality, within a specific time period, or global seasonality, along the full
study period. Global seasonality should be maintained even across multiple temporal subgroups, e.g., in
a data repository which is partitioned on various temporal subgroups, a global yearly variation should be
maintained across the different subgroups.
3 Proposed methods
The proposed methods are divided into two groups. The first one consists of two methods to model and
describe the kinematic behaviour of Big Data repositories throughout their IGT spaces. These methods
allow measuring and characterizing trends, abrupt changes and seasonality on IGT spaces. These methods
are supported by the assumption that, despite the discrete nature of time batching, there exist an inherent
continuous structure on data evolution, i.e., data can be considered as a particle moving over time through
a multidimensional probabilistic space. This is driven into practice by modelling a continuous trajectory
of the data motion through their IGT spaces using FDA.
Next, we propose a third method to complement with semantics the data changes described by the
former model. This is done by assigning a meaning to the axis coordinates of the IGT spaces, by
means of correlating data points with known temporal factors from the domain application, leading to an
interpretation of the data motion vectors.
3.1 Kinematic model
Let the sequence of points {x(t)} = x(1), ...,x(T ) in an d-dimensional IGT space, where x(t) represents
the distribution P (t) of a data batch R(t) at time t. The application of FDA (Section 2.3) allows us to
estimate a continuous function for {x(t)} in terms of time: X(t) (Equation 5). This function provides us
with a smoothed, derivable trajectory of {x(t)}, describing the underlying kinematic behaviour of data










where a(t) is the acceleration vector of the distribution P (t) through the IGT space at time t.
The velocity vectors indicate the direction of change of data at specific time points in the IGT space.
Further, celerity, the modulus of the velocity vector ‖v(t)‖, provides us with the magnitude of change
in data at a specific time point. On the other side, the acceleration vectors indicate the direction of the
tendency of change of data at specific time points. Equivalently, the modulus of the acceleration vector,
‖a(t)‖, provides us with the magnitude of that tendency of change, namely the potential of change of
data at specific time points.
Given the continuous and derivable structure of X, we can get instant calculations of v and a, through-
out the full-time period, rather than at the original specific discrete times. Therefore, if data batch ac-
quisition is on a monthly basis, we will be able to calculate the velocity and acceleration vectors even on
a daily basis. This allows us to monitor velocity and acceleration over time, where a fixed velocity over
time may be an indicator of a trend, while a rapid increase in velocity followed by a decrease, what will
be well reflected in acceleration, may be an indicator of an abrupt change. Additionally, periodicity in
velocity and acceleration may also be a sign of seasonality, although with changes to be further explained
(e.g., if, although periodic, acceleration is on random directions).
Either way, a significant outcome of this kinematic model is the capability of interpreting the directions
of these motion vectors. As described in Definition 1, the vector directions have a direct interpretation
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in terms of the relativeness of the points in the IGT space. The distribution at time t changes to that
distribution that would be expected at the point where its velocity and acceleration vectors point out.
This targeted distribution can be obtained as a weighted average of its surrounding real distributions,
given the non-parametric nature of the statistical manifold (we could obtain an exact point-to-distribution
map in a parametric Information Geometric domain, but that is out of the scope of this work). However,
this point-relative interpretation can be complex, as traditionally we would expect a meaning of the axis
coordinates. In this regard, we will describe next in Section 3.3 a method to complement this kinematic
model with the interpretation of the axis coordinates in the IGT space.
Besides the meaning of coordinates, we can define a unit of measurement for any point-wise distance
or vector magnitude on the IGT space. As a premise, the unit of measurement of the pairwise distance
between probability distributions used in the process of creating the IGT space (Section 2.4) will define
the unit of measurement in such a space. Formally, such metrics in the IGT space are an approximation,
since the manifold embedding into lower dimensions can entail a loss of precision with respect to the input
dissimilarity matrix, however, in our tests this loss was minimum so we consider the same metric in the
embedded space. Therefore, being the pairwise distance the Jensen-Shannon distance (Equation 9), the
magnitude of a velocity vector ‖v‖ could be given, e.g., in Jensen-Shannon units per month ([JSD]/m),
where the JSD can be interpreted as a percentage of dissimilarity between two distributions.
Another property of this model is that we can apply time-frequency analysis, such as described in
Section 2.2, at a higher resolution than using the original discrete points, and in a smoother signal. We
can apply the Fourier transform (Equation 2) to the individual components of the trajectory X, and to
the scalars celerity ‖v(t)‖ and potential of change ‖a(t)‖ to obtain their frequency representations. Then,
by means of the inverse Fourier transform (Equation 3) we could be able to reconstruct the trajectory X
while removing any seasonal behaviour in order to facilitate the analysis of non-seasonal trends.
As a final remark on the kinematic model, it is not the purpose of this work to study the best basis
functions for the FDA smoothing, but aiming to obtain good derivatives throughout the full signal, we
have chosen the Fourier basis (Equation 8) for two reasons: (1) based on periodic components they can
provide a good modelling of seasonal behaviour and the basis coefficients can be interpreted as the weight
of specific periods, (2) the smoothed signal provide excellent behaviour at their extremes, in contrast to
b-splines which can result unstable (although in this case the coefficients will lose their interpretation).
3.2 Auto-Parallelism of Velocity Vectors
Let X be a continuous time series trajectory in a multidimensional space, i.e., the data trajectory X in
the IGT space provided by the kinematic model. We can obtain the magnitude of trajectory orientation
dependency of order k in the series as the degree of parallelism of k-spaced velocity vectors v(t) and
v(t+ k). With a functional structure similar to autocorrelation (Equation 1), our multidimensional and







1− ∠ v(t) v(t+ k)
π
, (12)
where k correspond to the query lag, and 1 − ∠ vi vjπ corresponds to the angular similarity between
velocity vectors, where ∠ denotes the angle between two vectors, and, as normalized by π, the similarity
is bounded between 0, for exactly opposite vectors, and 1, for exact vectors.
The APV Vk measurement can be supported with confidence intervals. For a given lag k, the 95%
CI for an APV Vk can be obtained as the (.025, .975) percentiles of the statistical distributions generated
from the T −k k-spaced angular similarity measurements. As a result, we can generate a correlogram-like
plot of the set of APV Vk measurements and their confidence intervals (APV Vk,l, APV Vk,u) for a set of
lags k ∈ [1, l].
The APVV method above gives us a general measurement of the multivariate, oriented, and seasonality
of order k over the full series through an aggregated measure consecutive of k-spaced velocity vectors.
However, within a given k, starting from two random time points ti and tj , their corresponding pairs
of k-spaced vectors [v(ti),v(ti + k)] and [v(tj),v(tj + k)] can be parallel intra-pair, but not inter-pair.
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In other words, further than a positive k-dependency on a time series, we could also measure whether
the orientation remains parallel throughout the full series at equally k-spaced vectors, and at different
starting points. This can provide additional semantics to seasonal orientability. E.g., in a monthly basis,
for k = 12 we could measure whether there is a general data velocity orientation at a specific month of
the year. To this end, we complement the APVV method with the APPVmap measuring the degree of
parallelism of the series for the different lags k and starting points t, as follows:
APV Vmapk,t = fparall(v(t),v(t+ 1k),v(t+ 2k), . . . ,v(t+ nk)), (13)
where for each lag k and a given starting point t, we measure the degree of parallelism among all
the k-spaced velocity vectors throughout the series, and v(t+ nk) is the last incremented velocity vector
within the series length. We use the fparall function:







1− ∠ vi vj
π
, (14)





averaging the total sum of pairwise similarities. Therefore,
if the velocity vectors within a k are mostly parallel and point to a common direction, this indicates that
there is a common direction of change, so that there exists an oriented seasonality at a period k. This
will be reflected in an APPVmap matrix, with the starting points t as rows and lags k as columns. Note
this will be an upper triangular matrix, since starting from t = k + 1 the starting point would have been
already included in t = 1, thus repeating the results. Also, note that for large k the number of included
k-spaced velocity vectors may be low, thus causing noisy results. For this reason, the results of APPVmap
should be limited to lower values of k.
We would like to highlight that, thanks to the use of angle-based functions, these methods are
coordinate-free, that is, their results will be exactly the same against rotations of the trajectory time
series in its space. This results in an obvious advantage against applying traditional seasonality methods,
such as the autocorrelation or Fourier analysis, on the different dimensions of the series. Additionally, it
is able to detect seasonal multivariate interactions based on the directionality of the time series velocity
vectors.
3.3 Automatic explanation of principal temporal variability components
Let an IGT space defined by the set of dimensions D1, . . . ,DD, where D is the number of dimensions
chosen for the non-parametric statistical manifold embedding (Section 2.4). Since the embedding is based
on eigendecomposition through classical MDS, the coordinate axes are ordered in terms of explained
variance, but they have no direct meaning. The following method quantifies the contribution of different
temporal factors envisaged to explain the temporal variance on each coordinate axis. This is done by
correlating, for each individual coordinate in the IGT space, the points {x(t)} = {[x1(t), x2(t), ..., xD(t)]}
of the distribution trajectory throughout the space with a set of candidate explanatory factors, described
next, obtaining for each pair dimension-factor a contribution level rFf ,Dd . To capture the non-linear nature
of the IGT projection embeddings, we will use and denote as corr({x}, {y}) the Spearman’s correlation
between series {x} and {y}. Besides, we will denote as autocorr({x}, k) the autocorrelation of series {x}
at lag k. In this work we study the following three explanatory factors:
F1-Date The passage of time, a factor generally related to smooth changes, such as those expected by
social or population trends (e.g., ageing). This is calculated by correlating the trajectory points at
given dimension {xd(t)} with their respective dates in a serial format (e.g., in the Matlab software,
as the number of days that has passed since January 0, 0000), as follows:
rF1,Dd = corr({xd(t)}, {t}). (15)
F2-Seasonality A specific period at which the distribution shows a seasonal behaviour, e.g. 12 months
as a yearly periodic change. This is calculated as the autocorrelation coefficient (Equation 1) of the
trajectory points at given dimension {xd(t)} at the lag given by the desired temporal period (e.g.,
in a monthly basis data, for a 12-month period query then k=12 ), as follows:
rF2,Dd = autocorr({xd(t)}, k). (16)
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F3-Temporal subgroups The temporal subgroups sorted by time. The aim is to measure the contribu-
tion to dataset variability caused by these subgroups and their causing abrupt changes. Temporal
subgroups can be automatically determined by means of a clustering algorithm on the discrete
points of the IGT plot. This will allow labelling time batches with the corresponding temporal
subgroup at which they belong. Therefore, for a set of S temporal subgroups ordered by time
such as {s1, s2, ..., sS}, where ∀x(t) : x(t) ∈ ss, we obtain the subgroup centroids {xs1 ,xss , ...,xsS}.
Next, we get the new d-dimensional series C(t) relating each point x(t) with the centroid of its
corresponding subgroup at a specific dimension d. The contribution level of F3 is then calculated
by correlating {xd(t)} with the subgroup centroids at that dimension {Cd(t)}, as follows:
rF3,Dd = corr({xd(t)}, {Cd(t)}). (17)
As a result of the above, we can obtain the R matrix relating the dimension-factor contribution levels
quantifying the variability semantics behind each dimension of the IGT space. Based on correlations,
measurements are given between -1, negative correlation, and 1, positive correlation, where 0 means the
dimension is independent of the factor. Normally, two or three dimensions will be used with the purpose
of visualization. For instance, for the three factors above and D = 3, the matrix R will provide the
following information:
R =




The methods have been evaluated in the publicly available US National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS)
dataset [16], including a total of 3,257,718 hospital discharges between 2000 and 2010. Collected annually
by the US National Center for Health Statistics, the NHDS cohort collects medical and demographic
information from a sample of inpatient discharge records selected from a US national probability sample
of non-Federal, short-stay hospitals (e.g., in the 2005 batch sample consisted of 444 hospitals).
The evaluation was performed based on a monthly basis granularity, leading to a total of 131 time
batches. For the purpose of this evaluation, we included a heterogeneous set of numerical, categorical and
coded variables, as described in Table 1. Diagnoses and procedures are coded according to the Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM)[44]. Both diagnosis and
procedure codes are usually recorded in the order they were listed in the patient abstract. Besides, the
maximum number of registered codes varies according to the NHDS year. However, for the purpose of
evaluating the proposed methods, we focused only on the primary ones. Finally, the monthly statistical
distributions of the numerical variables Age and Days of care were calculated using a Kernel Density
Estimation smoothing with Gaussian kernels.
Variable Description Type
Age Age in years at discharge. Ages under 1 year originally recorded at a monthly
or daily level were re-coded as 0.
Numerical integer
Sex Sex of the person. Categorical
Days of care Number of days of care prior to discharge. Numerical integer
Diagnosis code #1 Primary diagnosis code, as listed in the patient abstract. ICD-9 code
Procedure code #1 Primary procedure code, as listed in the patient abstract. ICD-9 code
DRG The Diagnosis-Related Group, obtained using Grouper Programs of the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
Group code
Table 1: Variables of NHDS dataset included in this study.
5 Results
In this section, we describe the results of applying the proposed methods to the NHDS data described
above. Methods were applied first in a multivariate manner using all the variables in Table 1. We then
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applied a univariate analysis towards a detailed explanation of the underlying temporal changes. For each
case, we first describe the general kinematic behaviour of data based on the IGT plots and the kinematic
figures of the data trajectory over the IGT space. Next, we describe the seasonality analysis based on the
application of our multidimensional APVV and APV Vmat methods, which are supported and compared
to traditional Fourier and autocorrelation analysis on the individual dimensions of the IGT space and
kinematic figures. Lastly, we describe the results of the automatic calculus of the potential explanations
of temporal components of change and relate them to the previous outcomes. Additional figures in the
Supplemental material file are referenced as SM-(Figure number).
We highlight that despite IGT plots and smoothed signal trajectories are visualized in 3D, their
corresponding kinematic figures and APVV methods are calculated on the full, 131 dimension trajectory
(based on the full-dimensional embedding of the 132 time batches). This shows the scalability of the
methods to high dimensional trajectories. Comparisons between 3D and 131D results can be found in the
Supplemental material.
5.1 Multivariate case
5.1.1 Description of kinematics
As a starting visual reference, Figure 1(a) shows a 2D probability distribution temporal heatmap of the
two first PCA components of the NHDS data (each slice on the Date axis would be a 2D heatmap of the
probability mass at the corresponding month). We can observe, first, that several patient clusters exist,
the central ones with a higher probability mass than the surrounding ones, and in general, the clusters
are maintained over time. Next, we observe that by the last fourth of the time period the two central
clusters get a higher degree of probability. Also, the low-probability upper cluster seems to decrease its
probability in favour of a new cluster (just next to it) which is formed by the last fourth of the time
period. Finally, in the three central clusters with higher probability, we observe a cyclic behaviour over
time in their central higher amount of probability mass. Although this was a rough description of data
changes, we will measure the kinematics behind all these changes in the following results.
Figure 1(b) shows the IGT plot of the NHDS data, including the estimated continuous trajectory of
data X(t). We mainly observe a cyclic seasonal behaviour, a temporal displacement over months on the
D1 dimension, and an abrupt change in 2008 splitting data into two temporal subgroups. Next, Figure
1(d) shows the kinematic figures of X(t), i.e.: its celerity and acceleration modulus over time. We observe
periodic velocity changes, with peaks twice a year, what may be related to the cyclic behaviour in the
IGT plot. We also observe an overall increase in velocity in 2008, what seems related to the abrupt change
in 2008.
5.1.2 Seasonality
As a baseline for the results of the APVV analysis, the Fourier and autocorrelation analysis of the
individual IGT dimensions in Figure 1 revealed that the cyclic behaviour in X(t) was present in the 2nd
and 3rd dimension, likely showing a rotation behaviour over the tendency given by the 1st dimension. The
Fourier analysis of the kinematic figures in Figure 1(d) confirmed the period of velocity and acceleration
at 6 months.
The APVV analysis in Figure 1(e) reveals a parallelism of the trajectory velocity vectors at a lag of
12 months and its respective multiples. This is confirmed by the Fourier and autocorrelation analysis
of the individual IGT dimensions (Figure SM-1), revealing such a cyclic behaviour in the 2nd and 3rd
coordinates of the IGT space. Additionally, the autocorrelation plot reveals that at these coordinates the
signal is negatively autocorrelated at a lag of 6 months (and respective multiples). In our case, the APVV
also highlights such negative autocorrelation, but in this case, the interpretation is multivariate and,
particularly, it is associated to an anti-Parallelism found at the trajectory velocity vectors at a lag of 6
months (and respective multiples). These results go further than the frequencies revealed by conventional
Fourier analysis or the autocorrelation on IGT coordinates and kinematic figures since they indicate that
at a period of 12 months the change in data distributions is oriented towards the same direction, while
at a period of 6 months the distribution change direction is opposite. This is visually demonstrated in
Figure 1(c), where purple and red arrows are equispaced at 6 months, thus being parallel within colour
(12-month difference) but anti-parallel between colours.
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(a) 2D Probability Mass Temporal Heatmap of 2 first PCA
components of NHDS data
(b) Information Geometric Temporal (IGT) plot
(c) 6-month spaced velocity vectors





























(d) Kinematic figures of celerity ‖v‖ and acceleration ‖a‖























































Figure 1: Results for the multivariate NHDS data.
5.2 Univariate case
The multivariate results showed a general, wide view of the dataset temporal variability. Next, following
our proposed temporal variability methodology [6] we focus on the univariate details which can give
further light on the variability causes. For simplification, while ensuring that all types of findings are
covered, the univariate results for kinematics and seasonality are given only for the variables Age, Days
of care, Diagnosis code #1 and Procedure code #1.
5.2.1 Description of kinematics
Figure 2 shows the IGT plots with estimated signal trajectories (left) and their corresponding kinematic
figures (right). Along the variables, we observe different patterns in the behaviour of data trajectories over
the IGT space. For Age and Diagnosis Code #1 there is a clear seasonal behaviour, observed visually
in the IGT plots according to monthly colouring and loops and supported by the periodic changes in
velocity. Although this apparent seasonality cannot be clearly observed by IGT plots for Days of care
and Procedure code #1, their kinematic figures show some insights, which should be checked with the
specific seasonality methods next.
A partition into two temporal subgroups is clearly observed in the IGT plot of Age. This is supported
by the sudden increase in velocity at the start of 2008 shown in the kinematic figures. This change
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is related to the change of codification in Age, as described in previous works [5]. However, it results
even more interesting the temporal subgroups in Procedure code #1 at a yearly basis, indicating similar
procedures applied within a specific year, but different with respect to the year before and also to the
coming ones. Still in Procedure code #1, the subgroup change in 2006 accounts with a magnitude of
about 0.04JS/month, showing a tendency of change of ≈ 4% in the statistical distribution of procedures
(i.e. in the histogram). Similar magnitudes of change are observed in the velocity of Diagnosis codes as
well but on a yearly basis. However, in this case, this may be expected due to the evident seasonality
of diseases. For additional information about the causes of the detected temporal subgroups, we refer to
the Figures SM-4, SM-5 and SM-6. For Diagnosis code (Figure SM-5(b)) we observe, e.g., several ICD-9
codes which stop being used (276.5, Volume depletion disorder, in 2006, V27.9, Outcome of delivery,
unspecified outcome of delivery, in 2010), which start being used (493.92, Asthma, unspecified type, with
(acute) exacerbation, in 2001), which decrease their frequency of use (V30.00, Single liveborn, born in
hospital, delivered without mention of cesarean section, V27.0, Outcome of delivery, single liveborn, and
428.0, Congestive heart failure, unspecified, in 2008, V57.89, Care involving other specified rehabilitation
procedure, in 2006), which increase their frequency of use (491.21, Obstructive chronic bronchitis with
(acute) exacerbation, in 2008, 038.9, Unspecified septicemia, in 2006, 518.81, Acute respiratory failure, in
2005, 584.9, Acute kidney failure, unspecified, in 2007), and several of them with a clear seasonal behaviour
(e.g, 486, Pneumonia, organism unspecified, 414.01, Coronary atherosclerosis of native coronary artery,
V27.0, V30.00, etc). For Procedure code (Figure SM-5(b)) we mainly observe a high prevalence of
unspecified codes, as NAs value (Not Available), with some apparent seasonality. But here we observe
several changes of ICD-9 coding which are apparently more abrupt than the in Diagnosis code, e.g., several
codes stop being used (36.01, Single vessel percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty [PTCA], in
2005, 684, Total abdominal hysterectomy, in 2006, 736, Episiotomy, in 2007), others which start being used
(00.66, Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty [PTCA], in 2006), or others with several abrupt
changes in frequencies (995.5, Prophylactic administration of vaccine against other diseases, 815.4, Total
knee replacement, 736). Some of these changes in the use of codes can be related to the updates in ICD-9
coding (such as a switch from 36.01 to 00.66), others may be to the centres and regions contributing
with data to the NHDS (Figure SM-12). A detailed study of these would require further investigation on
specific clinical and management protocol changes, or coding changes, such as by deeply inspecting the
yearly NHDS reports [16].
In the Days of care we initially observe a random behaviour in the IGT plot, however, the kinematic
figures give signs about a possible seasonal behaviour. Nevertheless, the Days of care results required
further analysis, related to the methodological settings of this analysis. By default, we set the range for
numerical variables in 100 bins between the minimum and the maximum value. Considering that ages
below one year were re-coded to 0 in our study to be consistent with the integer convention on older
ages, this was not a problem for age (although more detail could be obtained for patients younger than
one year). However, since the Days of care generally follow an exponential distribution with nearly all
the density concentrated below two weeks of stay, several high length hospital stays establishing higher
maximum values (larger than one year) may cause losing resolution at lower values where information
detail is expected, i.e. below two weeks of stay. Therefore, we ran two additional experiments for Days of
care variable by fixing the distribution bins: on 31 bins between [1,31], and on 561 bins between [1,561]
(561 was the maximum observed value). The results of these are shown in Figures SM-9, SM-10, SM-11.
We observed more detail such as explicit partitions into temporal subgroups, a seasonal behaviour, and
in the [1,561] case we observed a clear outlier month at November 2009, caused by several large lengths
of stay at that month.
5.2.2 Seasonality
The Fourier and autocorrelation analysis at individual IGT coordinates of Age, Days of Care and Diagnosis
code (Figures 3 and 4, left columns) revealed a 12-month period seasonal behaviour. This was evidenced
visually in IGT plots for Age and Diagnosis code, but it was not as clear for Days of care. Interestingly,
we observe that the main coordinates in that periodic behaviour differ among the three variables. For
instance, in days of care, the peak is in the first dimension, that containing the largest variance on the
IGT projection. Thus, we could consider that the seasonality is highly contributing to the temporal
variance of data for that variable. These 12-month periodic patterns agree with the 6-month period on




















































































































































(a) Age IGT plot










































































































































































(c) Days of care IGT plot


























































































































































































(e) Diagnosis code #1 IGT plot
















































































































































(g) Procedure code #1 IGT plot



























(h) Procedure code #1 kinematic figures
Figure 2: Information Geometric Temporal (IGT) plots (left column) and kinematic figures of celerity
‖v‖ and acceleration ‖a‖ of data changes (right column) for the univariate analysis.
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33 months for Days of care, a low-frequency component related to the three waves of change in velocity
we can observe in the original kinematic figures (Figure 2(d)), what seems to be also revealed by the
corresponding autocorrelation plot (Figure 4(d)). This 33-month component is also found in Age, and
seems related to the partition in temporal subgroups observed in IGT plot and three waves of velocity in
the kinematic figures (although to a lower degree than in Days of care).
In contrast, neither the Fourier or correlation analysis of individual IGT did reveal any seasonality
in Procedure codes, as we may expect given the seasonality of diseases. We can argue that this may be
due to the yearly temporal subgroup partition, observed as the isolated temporal data islands in the IGT
plot (Figure 2(g)), and reflected in its related 12-month periodic changes in velocity (Figure 3(h)). These
widespread temporal subgroups are a clear problem to traditional signal processing methods, where prior
manual signal pre-processing might help to some degree. However, and as one of the most important
results of this work, the APVV method was robust against the extreme sub-grouping and revealed a
truly directed seasonality, what could not be found by conventional Fourier or correlation analysis on the
signal, as we see next. And additionally, the kinematic analysis of celerity also revealed such a seasonal
behaviour in the speeds of change along the temporal subgroups.
The APVV and APVVmap results discovered new insights about the seasonality of the analysed
variables. We already knew the 12-month seasonality at Age, Days of Care and Diagnosis code, however,
we are now able to see two novel features describing that seasonality. First, the APVV results (Figure
5, left column) also confirm the 12-month periodic behaviour, but additionally, we now measure if the
trajectory is oriented towards the same change direction at the different lags. This is clearly observed for
Age, where for k = 12x : x ∈ [0, 10] (k = 12 and its multiples) there is a strong Parallelism, i.e., every
12 months data distributions tend to change towards the same direction. However, for k = 6 + 12x there
is an anti-Parallelism, i.e., comparing the direction of change at a specific month with the direction of
change at the same month the next year plus 6 months the tendency is opposite. We can observe similar
seasonal patterns on APVV for the other variables, however, according to the APVV the anti-Parallelism
gets more focused between consecutive years, i.e. for k = 6. Besides, APVV plots for Diagnosis code
and Procedure code seem to be a composition of two signals. This was tested by performing a Fourier
transform on these APVV plots, revealing two frequency peaks, one at 12-month period and the other
between 8 and 9 months (Figure SM-7).
Thanks to the APVVmap, we can focus on the specific dates encompassing the Parallelism behind
the APVV, although as mentioned in Section 3.2 the APVV counts with lower resolution, so this is taken
as a complementary result. We observe that for all the variables the months at which the tendency of
change is mostly parallel in a yearly basis (lag of 12) are those at the middle of the year, i.e. May-June,
and those at the end of the year, i.e. November-December. For example, the distribution of Diagnosis
codes tends to change towards the same direction in May and November, yearly. This is also observed for
the Procedure codes, what we were unable to detect based on conventional Fourier and autocorrelation
analysis in our study. Additionally, as initially revealed by the APVV plot, we are now able to observe
for Diagnosis and Procedure codes the component of change at a period of around 9 months (reflected
also at k ≈ 17 months), with peaks of start-end months around September-June. This approximately
9-month period finding could be related to the pregnancy period, as studied in previous works[5].
5.2.3 Explanation of temporal variability components
In the previous sections, the findings raised by the estimated data trajectories are related to changes in
directions throughout the dimensions of the IGT space. In this section, we relate the dimensions of the
IGT embeddings of the analyzed NHDS variables, with the three explanatory factors proposed in the
method in Section 3.3. Figure 6 shows the explanatory matrices R of each variable. These are displayed
by means of heatmaps about the resultant correlations. The columns indicate the three first dimensions
of the IGT spaces, and the rows the explanatory factors of Date (F1), Seasonality at 12 months (F2) and
Temporal subgroups (F3). In this section, we show the results of the six variables.
As the clustering method for F3, we used the DBSCAN [45] algorithm. As a compromise between
full-automation and accurate results (we could have obtained more accurate clusters by manually setting
parameters on each variable), and considering the relationship point-month, the DBSCAN parameters
were set as follows. The minimum number of points per cluster was set in three months. The distance
threshold ε was set as the weighted sum of the median distances from each month to its 12 closest month
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(a) Age IGT components FFT













(b) Age kinematic figures FFT












(c) Days of care IGT components FFT












(d) Days of care kinematic figures FFT












(e) Diagnosis code #1 IGT components FFT











(f) Diagnosis code #1 kinematic figures FFT












(g) Procedure code #1 IGT components FFT












(h) Procedure code #1 kinematic figures FFT
Figure 3: Fourier analysis for individual IGT components (left column) and kinematic figures (right
column).
batches. Points not assigned to any cluster were discarded. Temporal subgroups results using this method
are provided in the Figure SM-8.
In general, in Figure 6 we observe that the first dimension (D1) concentrates the largest amount of
correlation for the different factors. This can be expected since the MDS embedding is made in terms of
explained variance. However, we can find some differences among variables. For Age, D1 is explained by
the date flow (F1) and the abrupt change in 2008 (F3), as observed in its IGT plot. Seasonality (F2) is
also present for Age, mainly in its two first dimensions, according to the levels shown in its autocorrelation
plot for k = 12 (Figure 4). However, in that figure, we also see that the autocorrelation for D1 is more
caused by the signal downward trend at D1 than a seasonal effect, as better explained in the related
Fourier transform (Figure 3(c)). In sex, D1 shows a strong negative correlation with F1, what means
that time flow is explained by D1 but in the opposite direction on the axis, as compared with the other
variables. Temporal subgroups are also correlated to all the dimensions in Sex, despite the main trend in
D1 (Figure SM-3, SM-8). Days of care dimensions show a minor correlation in general in comparison to
the other variables, as no patterns are clearly observed in its IGT plot. However, for D2 there is some
correlation related to the seasonal effect (F2), as found in the previous results. Diagnosis and Procedure
codes show a strong correlation of time flow, as their trend on D1 direction, but temporal subgroups are
16























(a) Age IGT components autocorrelation




















(b) Age kinematic figures autocorrelation























(c) Days of care IGT components autocorrelation




















(d) Days of care kinematic figures autocorrelation























(e) Diagnosis code #1 IGT components autocorrelation




















(f) Diagnosis code #1 kinematic figures autocorrelation























(g) Procedure code #1 IGT components autocorrelation




















(h) Procedure kinematic figures autocorrelation
Figure 4: Autocorrelation analysis for individual IGT components (left column) and kinematic figures
(right column).
also a major source of variance on D1, as this can be clearly observed in Figure SM-8. Seasonality is also
explained in D3 for Diagnosis code, as we clearly found in previous results. Interestingly, time flow (F1)
has no correlation with D2 and D3. Procedure code, characterized by the yearly temporal subgroups,
show a high correlation for time flow (F1) and these subgroups (F3) on D1, although subgroups are well
explained too by the other two dimensions, as observed in the subgroups plot. Seasonality, hard to find
visually, is also explained to some degree by D1 and D2. Finally, DRG is also characterized by strong
temporal subgroups, as observed in its plots, with a degree of time flow on D2 and D1.
We must recall here that a component of change, i.e. such as F1 to F3, shall not be only explained by
a specific dimension. In fact, some components could be explained as a linear combination of several di-
mensions, such as the seasonality. Therefore, vectors describing an orientation of change on the estimated
IGT series, such as the velocity vectors, could be explained by weighting R by their specific dimensional
magnitudes.
6 Discussion
Temporal factors such as changes in protocols, clinical practice, population changes, or data quality issues,





















































































































(d) Days of care APVVmap






















































(f) Diagnosis code #1 APVVmap
























































(h) Procedure code #1 APVVmap















































Figure 6: Contribution of different temporal factors to the first three dimensions of the IGT space for
the different variables. r: dimension-factor Spearman correlation, F1: Date, F2: Seasonality at 12
months, F3: Temporal subgroups.
This is particularly important in research, and more concretely in statistical modelling. For instance, if
building a predictive model for patient 30-day readmission based on NHDS discharge data, those variables
showing unstable temporal behaviours, such as the temporal subgroups found in Procedure codes and
DRG, or variables with strong seasonal effects, should be considered in a way that such variability in
the training set is not affecting the model reliability on further data. This is only an example of why
we stress that previous to any data science research, researchers should be aware of what and how is
temporal variability of data. This will be even more important in the coming years since Big Biomedical
Data repositories will count with data acquired over longer periods of time.
6.1 Significance
Temporal variability of data is traditionally addressed based on conventional statistical and time series
methods. Researchers could measure the degree of change on a numerical variable such as Age by means
of monitoring its mean over time, e.g., trends could be studied by means of a moving average, while
seasonality by means of autocorrelation. However, Age, even within a restricted clinical domain, could
stand multi-modal, and summarizing a multimodal distribution on a single statistic such as the mean, or
even the mode, entails a loss of information. In the case of categorical variables, researchers could address
their temporal variability by monitoring the frequencies of their individual values, likewise as in age. In
this case, the loss of information is given by leaving out the rest of categorical values.
In previous works, we proposed addressing the temporal variability of biomedical data by means of
embedding time batched statistical distributions (independently of the type of variables and even on
multivariate mixed data) in a statistical manifold, leading to the IGT plots and a statistical process
control method. However, these mainly addressed visual analytics and required a reinforcement in terms
of explaining and interpreting changes.
The adopted solution, as proposed in this paper, led to a kinematic model of biomedical data, and
relies firstly on the estimation of a continuous trajectory of data temporal evolution through the IGT
plot, by means of FDA. The originally multidimensional and space-embedded (coordinates without explicit
meaning) nature of this series, made conventional time series methods such as autocorrelation or Fourier
analysis to be insufficient. In consequence, we created the APVV and APVVmat methods, which are
multivariate and coordinate-free (robust against rotations of the signal in its space) seasonality methods,
which measure the oriented seasonality towards a specific direction of change in the original space. In
fact, the APVV and APVVmat can be used in conjunction to Fourier and autocorrelation analysis being
applied to the kinematic figures, leading to two types of seasonality: in the change tendency or orientation,
and in the degree of change (based on velocity and acceleration).
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We specially stress the robustness of the proposed kinematics and APVV methods against extreme
temporal sub-grouping, such as found in the variable Procedure code, where the APVV method revealed
two directed seasonal periods at 12 and 9 months, what could not be found by conventional Fourier or
correlation analysis on the raw individual coordinates (even complex manual signal preprocessing methods
would find problems in addressing or removing those temporal subgroups).
The results on the NHDS were aligned with the dataset and population descriptions found in the
literature. In addition, the evaluation allowed emphasizing the potential of the proposed methods to
provide novel wide-population, and Big Data specialized results. It can be highlighted that the APVV
revealed seasonal behaviours in cases where conventional Fourier and autocorrelation analysis were not
able, such as in the 12-month and 9-month periods in Diagnosis and Procedure codes, even being robust
to a large number of temporal subgroups in the latter. Additionally, the APVVmap allowed detecting
the specific start-end months with a major contribution to the seasonality at a specific lag.
Section 2 positioned our work with respect to background work. However, we would like to highlight
here some specific relationships to other works. Ours is not the first work where trajectories of medical
data are studied, however, most studied trajectories of individual patients, instead of a population-wide
trajectory. As an example, some works modelled the disease trajectories of patients with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) under a topic model approach (i.e., assuming an evolution of a ”bag of words” describing
patient status over time) using graphical models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation [46, 47], and aimed to
ASD subphenotyping. Despite the patient-level approach, further work could be carried out to investigate
the use of graphical models in our population-level approach. We would also like to make reference to
the work by CC Aggarwal [48], to our knowledge the first proposing a physical model for changes in data
distributions. That work introduced the idea of velocity density estimation to estimate the rate at which
changes in probability density occur at spatial locations of the distribution support. The main difference
with our work is that our model addresses the kinematic figures of the full distribution, i.e., considering
population data as a live particle moving over the IGT space over time.
The implications of this work in the reuse of Big Biomedical Data are driven by the amount of
information that is provided characterizing temporal variability. This could help to focus on specific time
periods to avoid batch effects or detect multi-dimensional seasonal patterns what could entail unexpected
drawbacks for data analytics. Kinematic figures of changes could be used in benchmarking data, even real-
time acceleration could be used to advance short-term changes. In this regard, the estimated trajectories
could also be tracked and used for prediction using FDA or traditional predictive models, although with
caution with the predicted confidence intervals. However, we believe that most implications could be
for derived work in biomedical data science research. Having measured seasonal effects, we can get to
removing these effects on the estimated data distributions to focus on overall trends, e.g., by inverse Fourier
transform on each probability bin as a time series. This could also be used to simulate reconstructed raw
data without seasonal effects, based on Monte-Carlo sampling from these seasonally-curated distributions.
On the other hand, additional work on the relationship of velocity vectors into the IGT space could
lead to explaining the exact probability masses establishing the tendency of changes. Also focusing on
the raw data, unsupervised learning methods could be applied to the probability heatmaps behind the
trajectory estimation (see Figure 1(a)), so that specific trajectories can be derived for isolated patient
subgroups. Finally, by means of using purely parametric Information Geometry, the IGT plot coordinates
would indeed have a meaning, as the parameters of their projected distributions, what would facilitate
the explanation of changes, however, modelling the heterogeneous features of biomedical data into a
parametric distribution could entail a complex probability model.
We would also like to highlight a possible implication that this work may have to Public Health
research, what would come by switching the units of measurement used in the IGT spaces. Interestingly, if
instead of a probabilistic distance, we use an L1 (Manhattan or City Block) distance as a pairwise distance
between the absolute histograms of time batches (binned counts of individuals within some variable
values), such a distance value will be related to the difference in individuals between the histograms.
Therefore, the unit of measurement in the derived IGT space will be given as well in individuals (e.g.,
individuals/month). This L1 approach could show interesting analytic properties since the magnitude
of motion vectors could be directly translated to patients, and even to costs.
This work could also contribute to other areas of research. We see particularly interesting its applica-
tion to human and especially to animal tracking [49], where the proposed APVV and APVVmap methods
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for trajectory analysis could be applied. These could also provide supporting tools for the understanding
and visualization of complex, multivariate seasonal behaviours of live organisms [50].
6.2 Limitations
One limitation of this work is that we did not analyse possible multivariate interactions between the NHDS
variables. Although the multivariate analysis already revealed several temporal variability characteriza-
tions, their interpretation is not trivial, given the initial dimensionally reduced space. Nevertheless, the
interpretation of interactions is complex in most data analysis tasks when dealing with a high number of
variables. In this manner, it would be advisable to perform any iterative, possibly automated process from
higher to univariate dimensions through which discover the level at which a specific variability finding
is explained. Following with the evaluation, some readers would miss an evaluation on artificial, simu-
lated data testing the specific features the methods claim to do. However, we believe that the structured
evaluation on the NHDS data has led to a sufficiently thorough validation of all these features.
One additional technical limitation was revealed while analyzing the Days of care variable (Section
5.2.1). Firstly, as a numerical variable, the estimation of its density is sensitive to outliers, what happened
with extreme values of it. While setting the number of bins for the distribution estimation, this should be
considered to take care of the balance between resolution (not losing detail at high information regions) and
coverage (not missing extreme values which, in the end, are real data). And secondly, we found that specific
month with extreme distribution (see Figure SM-9), what can be indeed real given to punctual situation,
can affect the results of the trajectory estimation, and in consequence to the rest of the analysis. While
this should not be considered a problem at all, since it is a real situation, we could take two consequent
actions. The first, we could consider an iterative analysis when these situations occur by manually fixing
and repeating the analysis. Second, we could attempt to automatically redo an analysis by allowing FDA
to smooth out that ”noisy” point, or to previously apply a smoothed temporal distribution estimation
such as we proposed in a previous work [5].
Finally, we have explained the reasons that to our knowledge explain the variability findings in the
NHDS data. However, a deeper analysis from a clinical perspective could support these explanations
while further explaining relationships between real-life-variations and data-variations.
7 Conclusion
Big Biomedical Data repositories acquired over long time periods can show multiple evolving and seasonal
patterns in data, because of causes such as changes in protocols, clinical practice, population changes, or
data quality issues. These temporal variability factors can be a potential cause of bias if not disclosed or
properly managed when reusing the data, especially in research and statistical modelling. By establishing
a novel paradigm for biomedical data analytics, we proposed a set of methods to analyse the kinematics
of Big Biomedical data towards the characterization of data temporal variability for a reliable data reuse.
Applied to the NHDS open repository, including 3,25M hospital discharges over 11 years, the pro-
posed methods revealed several temporal variability patterns. Data are partitioned into several temporal
subgroups, mainly related to changes in coding. That was particularly of impact for the Procedure and
DRG codes, which show yearly partitioned temporal subgroups. The kinematic figures of data allowed
quantifying the degree of change over time as well as to uncover seasonal effects on the velocity of data
evolution. The combination of conventional Fourier and autocorrelation analysis with the newly proposed
APVV and APVVmap methods allowed describing and quantifying the seasonality of data distribution
changes. The APVV allowed measuring oriented seasonal changes on the IGT space. For most variables,
their data distributions tended to change to the same direction at a 12-month period, with a peak of
change directionality at mid and end of the year. Diagnosis and Procedure codes also included a 9-month
periodic component. Three main factors of change were associated with each dimension of the IGT
spaces towards the interpretation of the aforementioned directions of change in such space. Kinematics
and APVV methods were able to detect seasonal effects on extreme temporal subgrouped data, such as
in Procedure code, where Fourier and autocorrelation methods were not able to.
The increasing availability of Big Biomedical Repositories acquired over larger periods of time is
opening the way to scientific works analysing the effects and imprints of time in data. We foresee that the
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benefits of specialized temporal variability characterization and visualization methods, as those proposed
in this paper, will be of utmost importance in the coming decades in Big Biomedical Data research.
What was already known on the topic
- Big Biomedical Data repositories acquired over long time periods can show multiple evolving
and seasonal patterns in data, because of causes such as changes in protocols, clinical practice,
population changes, or data quality issues. These temporal variability factors can be a potential
cause of bias if not disclosed or properly managed when reusing the data, especially in research and
statistical modelling.
- The heterogeneity of Big Biomedical Data, including multivariate and multi-modal categorical
and numerical variables, on a huge number of patients, makes difficult to use conventional time
series methods, as well as to deliver proper wide-population visual analytics.
What this study added to our knowledge
- By analyzing the kinematics of Data through their trajectories on a multidimensional Information
Geometric Temporal (IGT) space we can automatically measure and characterize the temporal
variability factors of Big Biomedical Data towards a reliable data reuse.
- The Auto-Parallelism of Velocity Vectors (APVV) methods allow explaining the (multi-
dimensional) oriented seasonality of data and resulted robust against rotations in the original space
(coordinate-free) and against temporal subgrouping, where Fourier and autocorrelation analysis
failed.
- The Automatic Explanation of Temporal Variability Components method helped in determining
the major sources of temporal variability for each case and assigning meaning to the coordinates of
the IGT spaces.
- An evaluation of temporal variability factors of the US National Hospital Discharge Survey
(NHDS) open repository, including 3,25M hospital discharges over 11 years, describing its temporal
kinematics, temporal subgroups, and oriented seasonality.
Table 2: Summary table
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